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1i. purpose or m study.
The solubility of phosphorus compounds In the soil
is a subject of gxe^t importance in agronomy, as phos-
phorus is one of the three primary plant nutrients found
in the soil. The common use of lias additions to the soil
as on acid corrective and nutrient wakes a study of the
interrelations of liaiag <>nd phosphate solubility worth
while. From the days of Oyer's (7) discovery, at ftothaia-
sted, that there was little or no phosphate lost from the
lyslmster tanks, up to the present time, there has been
conflicting evidence in the literature as to the effect
of Using upon the solubility of phosphates. While no
direct refereaoe is made at this time to the work of Bear
and Salter (3), BeweII and Latshaw (21), Oaarder (10),
Wheeler (25), awes and Sohollenberger (1) Olle and
Oerrero (11), or Mldgeley (17, ie), a general statsaent
may sum up the situation. Some authors give evidence that
liming under certain conditions decreases the solubility
of phosphorus compounds, while others claim that in eoms
cases the phosphorus found in plant tissue is higher In
plants grown in limed soil than in those grown in unlimed
soil. It is recognised that the addition of lime to a
soil could increase the phosphorus intake of a plant, due
to the establishment of conditions more favorable to plant
growth. The question as to whether the addition of lime
actually increases or decrease* the solubility of phos-
phorus compounds In the soil seems to find no agreement
among the workers. The work reported here is an attempt
to determine the solubility of phosphorus compounds ns
effected by the addition of calcium hydroxide in t?nter
solution. A study Is first mads of the relations between
calcium hydroxide additions and pR of the soil. This is
purely 1no1dental to the main study of relations of phos-
phorus solubility and pH of the soils, as raised by the
addition of calcium hydroxide.
The scope of this study is Halted to the effect
of additions of calcium hydroxide in water solution upon
the solubility of phosphorus found In the soil as received,
jjad the solubility of this phosphorus at the consequent
higher pK values. The main study is confined to the pH
range most favorable to greatest plant growth, beginning
at the pH at which the soils were received and ending at
pH 7* I» H&ny soils results n»ere given at higher pH
values but no attempt was made to relate them in any way.
7II. PROCEDURE FOLLOWED.
The general procedure followed in this work was
the selection of a group of soils which would represent
the range of soil types found in Massachusetts, the prep-
aration of those samples in such a way that the actual
soil conditions would be changed as little as possible,
and the treatment of each soil chosen with amounts of
calcium hydroxide which would create definite pH values.
The solubility of the phosphorus was then determined over
a pH range beginning at the natural pH and ending at pH 7.
TM percentage of clay was determined by the Bouyoucos method.
The first part of this paper is devoted to the sources of
samples, their preparation, and the methods used.
A. Sources of Samples.
1. Series studied—Massachusetts soils are very varied
in type not only in the state as a whole but even within
small areas. An attempt has been made in the selection of
the soils used to choose those wnich would represent the
origins of the more common series. The oldest series of
the state are glacial in origin. Gloucester, Merrimac,
and Carver were selected as representatives of the glacial
series. The youngest soils of the state are alluvial.
Agawam is an older alluvial and Hadley one of the youngest
alluvials. The five series chosen then represent one of
the oldest, Gloucester; three series of intermediate age,
Merrimac, Carver, and Agawam; and one of the youngest,
Hadley. A brief description is given of each series.
a - Gloucester iories—The Gloucester series (15)
axe glacial till soils. They axe the most widespread soils
of the highland east of the Connecticut xlvex. The *a
hariaon" consists of a aoaewhat granular, dark brown, fine
sandy or light loasu Gloucester loaa la & typical example
of a brown forest soil developed from granitio material
which has reached a oature stage. Under grass sod con-
ditions the single grain structure is most noticeable. The
surface relief ranges from gentle undulating to rolling,
and the drainage is well established. The entire profile
contains some granitic rock fragments and bowlders, making
the soils difficult to cultivate by machine.
b - Merrloac Series—The Mexriaao series (15) of
soils has developed In the higher terraces of the river
valleys of Massachusetts. These soils are not of river origin
y hut are soils of the older glacial terraces. In the Con-
necticut Valley region the series was derived froa Trlassic
sandstone, while In the eastern part of the state the series
were of granitic origin, i&ny soils of the series have
gravelly surfaces, but not enough gravel is present to fona
a surface uuloh. The profile is well developed, indicating
on older soil. The soils are well drained, and in aorae
cases overdrained.
0 - Carver aeries— The Carver series (15) are
glacial terrace soils located la the southeastern part of
the state and in the islands. These soils are found south
5and east of granitic terminal moral nee. Their topography
is from fairly level to slightly rolling. The profiles are
well developed and the drainage ie well established. Many
of the island soils of tnis ssrles are covered with scrub
oak growth. Some of the market-garden soils of the Brockton,
and Halifax areas are of this series and axe reported to be
of good fertility. The series axe largely of granitic origin.
d « IfMfpa Series— The- Agawea series (15) were formed
on the higher river terraces
. they are above normal flood
level. In Franklin, Hampshire, MM Eampden counties thess
are very important agricultural soils. These are old al-
luvial soils in which the profiles are poorly developed,
but better than the Kadieye. Thsse soils are brown and
are intermediate, both in location and in general quali-
ties between the fiadley alluvial* and the Sierrlmac Tri-
as elo soils.
e - Hadley Series—The dominating series of the
present Connecticut river valley are Kadley (15) and
Agawara. The Hadley series are located in the lower
river terraces. They are of alluvial origin and, as
they are in the overflow basin, are still in the pro-
cess of formation. The surface relief is from fairly
Isvel to gently eloping, and is characterised by a
series of gentle swells that paralleled the current at
the time the deposits were laid down. This series of
soils are the best both in easy tlllabllity and in
6.
agricultural production In Massachusetts and are one of
the moat important in the eastsrn part of the Unite*
Otatea.
2. Say chosen—The five eeriee taken for study not
only represent soils of varying geological origin and
different stages of maturity but they also typify series
varying from the roughest to the smoothest agricultural
soils.
8oil samples have been taken by the extension
service and, when oompleted, the collection will repre-
sent all of the soil series and each texture of each
aeries found in the several oounties of the state. It
was froa this set of soil samples that the soils used
in these tests were taken. The e&r.ples, then, being
taken in different parts of the state, nay be consid-
ered more representative of state soil conditions than
if all of the soils of a given series had been taken
within a more limited area* These acid soils were
taken from uncultivated fields which had not been
recently fertilized. A list of towns from which
samples were taken is given in table 1.
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B. Preparation of Samples.
Upon receipt in the laboratory, the staples were
Spread to air dry, rolled with a wooden roller, and passed
through a two-millimeter sieve. The samples were then
stored in stoppered glass* bottles from October and Kovm-
ber of until January of 1935, when the work of testing
was begun. All of the determinations were made upon smplet
screened through the two-millimeter sieve, as samples
screened through one-millimeter would not properly repre-
sent the field condition of the coarser soils of the series.
Sieving through a one-millimeter sieve would have left some
of the coarser soils classifying as fine sandy loams rsther
than coarse sandy loams. In order to overcome the separa-
tion of coarse and fine particles, through sliding off the
spatula, the thinly spread samples were sub-sampled, by the
use of a rounded tipped spatula.
0. Methods Used.
Uniform standards of procedure were used throughout
the teste. In weighing, whether for pH determination,
lime requirement, phosphorus solubility, or clay deter-
mination, the samples were always spread and sampled in
the manner stated. In the description of the various
procedures used, more emphasis is given to the deter-
mination of pH values and to the method of determining
lime requirement than is given to the method of deter-
mining phosphorus solubility, because the success of the
Iwork depended, absolutely, upon the exact reproduction of
pa oonditiona and liae requirement conditione, while the
procedure in determining phoephorua was the atandardised
method of Truog (22).
1. Detcrimination of the pK Value of the Soil
Suspension—Truly speaking, the PH value of a aoil is
never determined. The nearest approach to aoil pH value
ie the determination of that value in the eoil solution.
In thie work the value which la called aoil pH is the pH
of the aoil auepenaion under very definite conditione. In
giving pH values of aoila it ia necessary to etate the
exact conditions under which the teats were made. In this
work the concentrations were kept uniform, so that little
variation In dieaociatioa would te caused. In this work
the quitthydrone method of the International Soil Society
(Moscow meeting) was followed, except that the ooatact
time between the soil and water was lengthened to fifteen
minutes.
The Method—Ten grama of soil were placed in a fifty
millilster beaker and exactly twenty-five milliletere of
cooled reboiled diatilled water were added. After stir-
ring interjiiittingiy for fifteen minutee, approximately
0.1 gram of quinhydrone was added and the auepenaion waa
atirred for one minute. At the end of thia time the read-
ing was made using a Leeds Morthrup potentiometer. The
Indicated pH was corrected by making the pKw temperature
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ooxxeotlon. in order to overcome the sorption effect of
pot^iu* chloride and the consequent drift In potential,
a bxldge was used made from two percent agar in saturated
potanolum chloride. As a matter of safety, the saturated
potassium chloride—calomel half-cell was flushed after
being used four or five times.
It was found in preliminary tests of air-dried
soils that there was a eerioue drift In potentiometrio
readings If only five minutes contact was allowed between
soil and water. At the end of fifteen-minutes contact
practically no such drift was observed.
2. Determination of 11ms requirement—Lime re-
quirement, as the term Is employed here, is the amount of
calcium oxide required to raise one million pounds of soil
from Its natural pH to a pH value of 7. The definition is
limited In another respect. It is to he understood that
when the soli Is held in damp condition for one wee* it
must retain Its pii value of 7. This limitation made the
wor* quite tedious as a large amount of time was expended
upon some soils before they reached an equilibrium which
would hold fox one wee*. The time was well expended as
the lime requirement values established were reproduoable.
as ths primary objeot of this worfc was to detsriaine the
effeot of additions of calcium hydroxide upon the relative
solubility of the natural phosphorus compounds , considera-
tion was given to several methods bsfore one was chosen
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as the standard method. A short review of these methods
is given.
a
- In 1915 Jones {Ik) proposed a calcium-acetate
method of determining lime requirement. In this labora-
tory it was observed that, after the acetate treatment,
the pK value of the soil was always greater than 7. It
was thought that, due to the presence of the acetate ion
and the difference in its dissociation constant from that
of the soil acids, the method was objectionable. In 1915
hydrogen ion concentration was not as well known as it is
today. Jones method has been studied by ?±aver (2), jsets-
ger (16), and others. These workers also found that when
the Jones method Is used the soil is raised to a pH value
higher than 7. Recognizing this fact Dean and JCagistad
(6) proposed that 15OC millileters of 0.5 normal calcium
acetate having a pH value of 6.5 be leached through twenty
grrms of soil at the rate of fifteen drops per minute.
Under these conditions, using Hawaiian pineapple soils,
these workers found that the final pK value of the soil
after it wae washed was approximately pH 7. The extract
was boiled to rid it of carbon dioxide, and was titrated
with calcium hydroxide until the final pH was $.50. A
few trials indicate the value of this method on Massa-
chusetts soils. The method was not used In this work
largely because of the volume of solution required, and
the lack of enough percolation e iUlpment.
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a - Hleslnk (13) und Purl (19) advocated shaking a
•oil with barium hydroxide, filtering through & huohner
filter, adding an execs* of acid to the filtrate and hack
titrating. In using these methods, Dean and Magi atad (6)
found that after thin treatment the soil pH was 9.23 to
10.22. Theae methods aay be considered as measures of
replaceable hydrogen but they do not meet the requiresent
that the final soil pH must be 7, There is also the objec-
tion that the ionization constant of barium la not the
same as that of calcium.
l*a
- A procedure was tried in which the soil was
suspended in 0.2 normal potassium chloride, and titrated
«ith calcium hydroxide until the suspension showed a pK
value of 7. After shaking the suspension for one-half
hour a pH equilibrium was not reached. It waa possible
to titrate the suspension to pfl 7, using the potentio-
aetrie method, but the pH usually dropped back to approx-
imately 6.5 at the end of twenty-four hours. The phos-
phorus soluble in Truog extmotent was higher when both
potassium chloride and calcium hydroxide were added than
when the same amount of calcium hydroxide was used alone.
The results indioated (table 2) that the preeence of
potassium chloride had an sffect of Its own upon the
solubility of phosphates, and was consequently a source
of error in determining lime requirement.
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Table 2 Fhoephorus soluble at pH 7
fioil Ca(OH)n
169 6e
190 s
191 1CA
192 96
b - The method used In this work was on© In which
there could be little Introduction of disturbing factors.
All of the soils wore treated bjr the slsple addition of
caloium hydroxide in water solution. The calcium hydrox-
ide, of chemical grade, was oalcined and dissolved in re-
cently boiled distilled water. Tale solution was kept
under a mineral* oil seal and the alkalinity was ohecked by
titrating against 0.02 acid. Twenty grans of the soil were
wet with distilled water, calciua hydroxide was added in
ataall aaounts, and toe suspension was shaken in a stoppered
bottle, rteadiags of the pa values were taken at intervals
until a pii equilibrium was attained. gore calciua hydrox-
ide -f?as added, <*nd the soil was reshaken until the pli re-
mained constant. The process was continued until the soil
suspension was pH 7. In the titration of sands the pH
equilibrium was usually stable in a short time. In the
titration of soils of fine texture it was necessary to
continue the small additions of calcium hydroxide and the
shaking for long periods. In some soils daily additions
of calcium hydroxide were made for one month before the
equilibrium remained constant at pH 7.
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lu order to test the reliability of the method new
samples were weighed out, and amount* of calcium hydroxide
which represented the total calcium hydroxide added in the
slower method were wade in a single addition. After the
addition of ealoiuo hydroxide one net of saaples were
dried at a temperature of c5°0., and a eeoond set at room
temperature. Those samples dried at room temperature were
la some oases at higher pH values than was oxpeoted. Those
samples had developed a^onlum. Those samples which were
dried at 65°Q., were always nearly at pli 7. The method of
orying at b5°o., was adopted as this temperature inhibited
the bacterial growth which produced ammonia. Drying at
65°e., was adopted as standard. All of the soils were dried
after calcium hydroxide additions, held damp for one week,
and the pH value determined with a soil-water ratio of 1 j 2.
A few soils were held for three months. U the end of this
period the pH changes wsre negligible.
The method of determining lime requirement la, then,
as followsi 50 grams of soil were wet with distilled water;
calcium hydroxide solution was added end the sample shaken
until pH equilibrium was attained; mors caloium hydroxide
solution was added and the sampls was again shaken to equi-
librium; the process was continusd until the pH value was 7.
The wtiter-soil ratio was reduced to 2.5 t l previous to
each potsatiomstrlc reading. The samples were held for one
week, if no lowering of ph value was noted before that time.
If a pH drop did occur the process was repeated until the pK
held at a value of 7 for one week. All these samples con-
Ik.
tained quinhydrone end were discarded for phoaphoxus
solubility worx.
c - Xn reporting the results or the Use require-
meat teste tso results are shown in tatlee 3, and
One column states the number of pounds of calcium oxide
required to convert 1,000,000 pounds of soil from the
natural pH to pH 7. This value is shown as «CaC rt . The
other states the amount needed to raise a lixc amount of
soil one pH unit. This value is shown as the division,
CaC * This figure say be considered as a measure of
the buffer capacity of the soil,
3. Determination of phosphorus solubility— Deter-
mination of the lime requiresents of the various soils,
although it was an easentlal step, was incidental to the
objective, which was a study of the effects of calcium
hydroxide additions upon the solubility of phosphorus.
The accuracy of the phosphorus solubility tests is depen-
dent upon the method of adding calcium hydroxide, so that
in describing the determination of the phosphorus solu-
bility procedure, references must he made to the methods
followed in the introduction of calcium hydroxide as a
means of regulating soil dispersion pK values. Additions
of calcium hydroxide were made in such amounts thut the
soil suspensions were approximately 6.0, 6.5, and 7.0 in
pH value. The solubility of the phosphorus by the Truog
(22) method was determined at the pH of the soil as
received, and at approximately pii 6.0, 6.5, and 7.0
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a - The Truog method Is not deeoribed, as it is a
well known "phosphorus availability" procedure. Through-
out this work the blue color held very reasonably true to
that of the standard. In order to test the buffering of
the Truog extracting solution, to determine whether or
not there was a marked ehange In Its pH Talus before and
after extracting a soil, the pH values were checked after
extracting some soils varying in pR value. These pH values
are shown in table 9. The rssults show a maximum range of
from pH 2.9 to 3.h, or a grofse variation of 0.50 pH units.
This snows that the sxtracting solution was well buffered.
Table -9 »K v ..lues of soil axtrnot.
soil Soil pji Extractant pH
\ 165
165
171
171
' 179
179
fSIl
7.00
5.05
7.00
5.10
7.55
2.95
3.25
2.95iM
2.90
3.35
In setting the pH of the polls at the v?.lue of 7,
the taethod was to add to each ©oil an amount of calcium
hydroxide which bad previously been found necessary in
determining lime requirement. The amounts of lime re-
quired to convert the soils to the pK value0 of 6.0 and
6.5 wsre not determined directly but wers calculated
from the assumption that, when changes in pH value from
the natural pH value to pH 7 we plotted a,;ainat the
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amounts of calcium hydroxide necessary to convert the ©oil
suspension Xros the natural pit value to pB 7, a straight
line graph would result. Thie waa not a strictly valid
^asumption, due to the fact that perfectly straight line
titration ourvee exiat only in the middle part oX well
buffered aolutiona. Assuming that the straight llae con-
dition did exiet, the theoretical amounts oX calciua hy-
droxide necessary to raise each soil from ita natural pli
value to pH valuea oX approximately 6,0 and 6.5 were
interpolated by dividing the lime requirement by the unit
change between pli 7 and the natural pH value and Multi-
plication by the unit change desired. These amounts oX
calciua hydroxide were added to the eoila. In tables 6,
7» and £» it ie seen that the assumption must have been
nearly ooxreot in some cases, aa in soila 180 and 215;
while in the majority oX &he aoila the straight line
condition was approximate.
Calcium hydroxide 1 in the aame water solution aa
previously used, was checked by titration against 0,02
normal acid, and the appropriate amount waa added to each
soil* The soils were dried at 65°C. , reaoietened and held
damp for one month. This period wae three weeks longer
than that with the soils held Xor lime requirement, and
the time may have been unnecessarily long, but it seemed
desirable to allow ample time for the establishment oX
equilibrium between the soli and the added caloium hydrox-
ide. At the end oX Xour weeks the soils were dried and
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the soluble phosphorus wag determined by the Truog astbod.
Results with soils beld for twelve weeks did not vary sig-
nificantly from those at the end of four weeks, conse-
quently the four week holding period was adopted. After
the soluble phoephorua was determined the pH values of the
aoils were determined. The results of fee phosphorus de-
terrinations are shown in the tilrd, fifth, and seventh
coluraas in tables 6, 7, rmd 8.
The phosphorus results eaown in these tables axe
the average of two or more deter: insti an*. In Baking
these determinations a method was used which held »he pri
value practically oonata.it. In each instance the same
number of ailliletero of calcium hydroxide were added to
each pair of soils mafclns it possible to avoid varia-
tions in ph value.
Bouyoucos clay detcnalnatlona—The percentages
of clay were determined by means of the Bouyoucos {k)
hydrometer method. It is admitted that this method is
subject to error in the presence of tage amounts of
organic matter. In the majority of these soils, however,
the organic matter was very low. In one sample, the clay
by this method, was so hl~h that it would seem that the
soil should take a different position in the solubility
ratio table later TsterxtsA to. In this one case the
Bouyoucos suspension was decanted, evaporated, washed, and
Ignited. The washing was necessary to remove sodium hy-
droxide and sodium oxalate whioh were added in the Bouyou-
cos method.
in. ijrrsapR^T^noH of results.
As there were fifty-eight eoils tested and the pH
values were determined at the natural pH, at pH 6.0, 6.5,
7.0, and at one other value* tad M these tests were made
In duplicate, the number of direct pH value* was at least
five hundred eighty. It is lapocsible to even roughly
estimate the number of teste fox pE which were made in
raising the pH values to 7 during the process of calcium
hydroxide addition. More than six hundred solubility
(Truog) tests were made and the clay was determined 117
times. The results reported are average values. The
basis of reporting was upon air-dried soil weight.
4. Effects of Liming.
the primary purpose of |hls worfc was to relate the
pH values of eoils when raised by the addition of calcium
hydroxids to the phosphorus soluble at the higher val-
ues, but it seems well to include t statement as to some
of the peculiarities noted during the titration with
oaloium hydroxide, and s brief statement of some of the
lime relations among the different series.
There were some peculiarities shown by certain
soils on the addition of calcium hydroxide. A general
statement may oe made that when calcium hydroxide was
added to a soil of coarser texture, under the conditions
of these tests, the reaction Letween the hydrogen Ions
of the soil and the calcium hydroxids required a very short
time. It was almost possible, in some of the sandy or
coarse sandy soils, to titrate tuem directly from their
/
' is
natural pH to a pH value of 7. After each calcium hy-
droxide addition a brief shaking brought these soils to
pH stability. Ths greatest difficulty encountered In
titrating these soils was ths danger of over-titrating
then, since when the pR value was carrlsd slightly beyond
pH 7 these soils did not show much pH drop. The Indica-
tion In such oases was that a condition very like alible
acid-base titration was approached. Samples 111, 112,
and 176 showed this simplicity of titration to a marked
degree. By way of oontraet, euaples 126, 127, l^h, taid
200 showed aarked differences in titration characteris-
tics, /rote the beginning to the end of the titration of
these soils there was a retardation In reaction tlae. In
the earlier stages of the titration these soils reacted
quite rapidly; that is, after shaking a short tlae they
reached pH stability. With later calcium hydroxide ad-
ditions there was a slowing down of the reaction between
the soils and the calcium hydroxide. After being raised
to pH 6.5, the subsequent addition of a small amount of
calcium hydroxide raised these soil* to a temporary pR
value of 7. This pH value dropped slowly until it appro-
ached 6.5, but with each addition of calcium hydroxide
the subsequent drop in pH was less. These soils required
much careful titration and many pH ohecks before they were
finally stable at pH 7« As an explanation of the phenom-
enon of slow reaction tlae It any well be assumed that the
20.
changes which took place slowly were not sireple ones
such as acid-buse tttratlone, but were ohanges within
the. complexes. This eeeas to be evidenced by the changes
In the solubility of phosphates ehown in the pH ranges
from 6.5 to 7.0. A renarkable fact, in this connection,
was that when the lime requirement had finally been de-
termined, and the addition of the required aaount of
Of Iciuci hydroxide had been rands to the soils, they be-
came adjusted to a pH equilibrium at 7 in one wealths
time*
b. Results Related.
With the exceptions of pairs of soils 1&2 .and 1H3,
175 kn<* 176, and g©3 and 20k , the top-soils showed higher
liae requirements per unit of pH change than did the sub-
soils* In tables 10 find 11 the Gloucester and Herriioao
soils are placed in the order of their liae requirements
per unit encage in pK ve,lue. In these tables it *ill be
noticed that, as a whole, the aaounts of lime required
per unit chenge in pH value is much higher In the Glouces-
ter series than it is in the Merrlmac series. Sot enough
samples of the Carver, Agawaa, or Hadley series were
tested to allow any lime relations to be deduced.
1. Related to original soluble phosphorus—An
examination of the data in table 6 shows that in the
Gloucester series tests, sample 176 showed a loss In
solubility of 3 pounds in 2,000,000 pounds of soil.
This goil was the only one of the Gloucester eerles
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whioh showed any loss In phosphorus solubility whsn the
pH of the soil suspension had been raised to pH 7 by the
use. of oalelua hydroxide, in those soils whioh snowed
comparatively the same amounts of solubls phosphorus,
about ^0 pounds per acre at the natural pR value, simple
«5 whioh had originally ko pounds Increased to 53 pounds;
sample 175, originally 36 pounds, Increased to 60 pounds;
sample 1^3, originally. he pounds, inoreased to 72 pounds;
sample 1^, originally k& pounds, increased to 119 pounds;
sample 195, originally kk pounds, increased to 5« pounds;
sample 196, originally k$ pounds, increased to 66 pounds;
sample 201, originally hj pounds, increased to 6fi pounds;
aaaple 213, originally k$ pounds, increased to 55 pounds;
sunple 2l6, originally 1*9 pounds, increased to 62 pounds;
sample 223, originally **S pounds, inorcaoed to 70 pounds;
and sample 22^, originally pounds, increased to 70
pounds. In this series of soils of approximately the same
original (Truog) soluble phosphorus content, there was an
extreme variation in pounds gained of from 9 pounds in the
case of soil 215, to 71 pounds in the o&se of soil l$k*
In the Merrimac series, (table 7) a condition, very
similar but more marked, existed. Samples 111, 112, 142,
143 » X65 and 166 all showed losses In solubility of phos-
phorus after the pH had been raised to pH 7. In tho3e
soils, having originally from 40 to 50 pounds of soluble
phosphorus, soil number 75 *ith k cj pounds of original
soluble phosphorus Increased to 65 pounds at pK 7;
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similarly, soil $h Increased from V* to pounds; soil
75 Increased from ^9 pounds to 65 pounds; soil 76 In-
creased from kO pounds to hh pounds; soil 80 Increased
from 39 pounds to kO pounds; soil 171 increased from U2
pounds to 1*5 pounds; and soil 172 remained stationary at
k2 pounds. The evidence here showed that in soils of
approximately the same original phosphorus solubility,
there were great differences in increase in the solu-
bility when the pH value was raised to pH 7 by calcium
hydroxide. It seems only logical to conclude, then*
that there is no relationship between the amount of
phosphorus originally soluble and that soluble at pH 7«
Pounds increase of soluble phosphorus seems worthless
as a direct basis of comparison of phosphorus solubility
with pH change, as will be shown, subsequently, there is
an indirect relationship, but before establishing it other
values are considered.
2. Related to pH—All of the soils were acid soils.
In the Gloucester soils l$k, 199, and 200 the pK values
(tabls 6) were respectively ^.75» ^• l*0$ and 5. 30. All
of these soils showed increases in phosphorus solubility.
Soil 176, which showed a loss in solubility on raising
the pH to a value of 7» had a pR value of 5. 10. This soil
came within the same pH ran e as those soils which showed
increases. In the Merrlmao series soils 126, 127* 13^» r-nd
20k showed Increases in phosphorus solubility. The pB
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values (table 7) of these aoila were respectively 5.00,
9*J99 *>.2Q, and ^.70. aolle 111, 112, 142, lhj, 165, and
166 ell showed sll^t ox large losses In phosphorus solu-
bility when the pH true raised to 7. The pH values of
these soils were respectively *>.2«j, 5. Ho, 6.10, 6.65,
|»lfl and 5.30. It was snown that those soils showing
increases and decreases in phosphorus solubility did not
come within a definite original pH range. It may be de-
duced that in these results no relationship was shown
between the original soil pH value and the lnoreass or
decrease in phosphorus solubility, whsn calcium hydroxide
was added in quantities sufficient to raise the pH to the
value of 7*
3. Relation to origin—As these soils were of
various origins, glacial till, glacial texr?>ce, older and
younger alluvial, and as changes in solubility occur in
all of the series it may be assumed that there was no re-
lationship between the origin of the soil series and the
increase in solubility of phosphorus when the pH is raised
to the value of 7.
k. Relation to organic iaatter—As one half of these
soils were top-soils and the other half sub-soils, and as
the top-soils contained uore orgiujiic matter than did the
aub-aoils, the fact that the top-soils and sub-soils wars
distributed In their solubility response to pU indicated
that taere was no relationship between their organic
matter and the solubility response.
ljm Related to texture-—Having eliminated the
possibilities of relationships between the increased
soluble phosphorus found at pH 7 ^nd origins! phosphorus
solubility, original pH value, soil origin, or organic
matter content, the possibility *mi considered that soil
texture could be the controlling factor, or that sons
cotaplex related to texture could be Involved. Upon con-
sideration of the possibility that both texture and
definite compounds or complexes were Involved, It seemed
possible that the original phosphorus solubility and the
solubility at pB 7 could be related to these factors. If
this were the case, the ratios secured by dividing the
phosphorus soluble at pH 7 by that soluble at the original
soil pH should establish a relationship between lncresss
in phosphorus solubility nnd texture or per oent of the
complex. It was found that when this series of divisions
were mads and the ratios established, there was a wide
range of ratios, from positive solubility responses In
such ratios as 1 : 2.35 or 1 t 2.50 down to negative
responses as great as 1 t 0*71. The soils of each
series were placed in the order of their ratios of solu-
bility response, beginning with the highest positive
response and ending with the negative responses. After
the soils had been placed in this order, the soil tex-
tures were written In. A general conclusion may be
drawn from the data found in tables 12, 13, and 1^:
those soils having the highest ratio of increase in
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•olubl. pho.phorus at pH 7 over that at the natural pR
were
.oil. of finer texture, wall, thoes showing negative
solubility responss, or decrease In solubility, ware of
very eoarss texture. It wa. concluded that there was a
decided relationship b.tw.en soil-textur. and solubility
re.ponee to lime additions,
A closer examination of the Gloucester series
(table 12; showed that very fiae sandy loam, hsad ths
list, these were followed by 9 fine aandy loams, with
*n exception interspersed between the fifth and sixth
fine sandy loam., ©.is soil was a sandy loan ..emingly
out of order, yellowing the flue sandy loams were three
sandy loam.. The next .ample, 215, was to appearances a
silt loan, with the exceptions of sample. 197 and 215,
the soils followed a decided relationship between tex-
ture and ratio response.
In the Herrimac series (tabl. 13) the relation-
ship, war. not so well established. The first six soils
were very fine sandy loams; these were followed in order
by two loamy .onds, four sandy loam., a fine .andy loam,
two sandy loam., a coar.e
.andy loam, a .andy loam, two
loamy .and., two sandy loams, and finally three loamy
sand.. At the fir.t examination of thl. tabl. it seemed
that the relationship between texture and phosphorus
solubility rssponss was, at bsst, limited to the upper
part of the table, a olossr examination of this tabl.
revealed that in many of the resolte shown for phosphorus
solubilities at one natural pH (column P) and the solu-
bilities at pH 7 (column P a pH 7) the lnoreaaa* and loasea
were ao alight, In pounds, that the ohaages were within the
limits of error of the Truog method. Jven though the Du-
boacq oolorlraeter was ueed, the multiplication by four
caused an error of four pounds , when the error of reading
was one pound. When thla fact was considered, it seemed
poeslble that due to the errors in reading and the multi-
plication of those errors some of the soils were placed
out of their proper ratio response position and ao did not
follow the texture order. This error was more significant
in those soils which changed very little in phosphorus
solubility. Those soils in the Merrima© aeries which
srere badly misplaced in texture order may have been so
placed because of error in the Truog method.
In general it may be said that there was a posi-
tive response, or lnoreaaa in phosphorus solubility in the
fine textured soile, and a negative reaponse in the coarser
soils when the ph of these soils waa raised to ph 7 by the
addition of calcium hydroxide. This general condition waa
ehown by grouping the aolubility reaponse ratios for each
series with the soil textures in table 15. This grouping
showed that in the series tested the proportionate in-
crease In solubility of phosphorus at pH 7 over that at
the natural pH is related to texture. The exceptions,
which were ao outatandlng, called for explanation.
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6. Clay phosphorus relation.—Ae a general rule,
the liner the soil texture, the larger the amount of clay
in the soil. Tbis general faot lead, to the determination
of the olay In each soil by the Bouyoucot (h) method.
These clay values were placed In tables 12, 13 and lA,
The first outstanding fact was fct.ut there was a gensral
trend of nigh clay content In the mors finely textured
soils and a lowering of the clay content in the coarser
eoils. a closer Inspection of the clay percentages
showed sob* results which sheared Inconsistent to the
apparent texture. In table 12 sample 215 was listed as
a silt loan. The small amount of clay present, 1 per
cent, indicated that this soil was a silty sand. Those
soils which sjdiibited a decrease In the solubility at pK 7,
with the exception of soil 142, had very low clay per-
centages.
In the Gloucester series it was apparent that
couples l^h 200, which showed ratios of phosphorus
soluble at the natural pH to that soluble at pH 7 of
lJ2.hp arid I12.50 respectively, the clay psroent&ge was
10. Saraplee 199 and 202 had £ per cent clay. Their
ratios of phosphorus soluble at the natural pfi to that
soluble at pK 7 were Hi. 03 and Hi. 79 respsotively. In
the group having 7 per cent clay, samplss 175, 101, 196,
and 193 showed a steady regression varying from It 1.66
to lil.50 in phosphorus solubility ratios at the natural
pH compared to those at pH 7. Soil 196 fell within this
ti.
solubility ratio, but had a clay content of only 6 per
cent* The 6 per oent clay eerlee soils, 196, 22h, 223
»
197 » oa<i 195* still showed lower rr.tlos than solle which
contained 10 f £, or 7 ,«r cent of clay. The apparent
exceptions! soils 172 and 193, are top soils and the dis-
crepancies may be the result of errors which are &nown
to occur In the presence of organic matter in the Bouyou-
cos method* Those soils having 5 per cent of clay showed
the name general depressions of phosphorus solubility
ratios below sells having larger amounts of day* The
soils having 1 and 2 per osnt clay showed very little
Increase 1 or even some decrease in phosphorus solubility
In the lierriaac series the relationships were not
so consistent as in the Gloucester series* There was
the sane general trend, the soils high in day showing
the greatest Increases in ratios of phosphorus solubls
at the natural pK to that eoluble at pE 7* The greatest
inconsistencies in the placement of soils (table 13) on
the basis of per cent clay were » as t?lth texture place-
ments 1 with those soils saowing very small differences
in pounde-per-aore increase of soluble phosphorus.
Sample 206 showed only k pounds increase at pH 7» while
171 showed only 2 pounds increase* and 53 showed only
2 pounds increase. Samples ^h, 172, 76, 166, lh2 and 1^3
»
all showed very small differences between phosphorus
soluble at the natural pH and that soluble at pi 7»
£9.
In such canes It was assumed that, due to errors la the
Truog method i the results on these phosphorus deter-
minations m.-y he considered as the cau^e of the irreg-
ularity of the relations between phosphorus solubility
ratios and the percentages of clay* In the case of soil
1^2, whioh had an organic matter oontent of 9,5 per cent,
the 6 per cent clay shown for this soil is in error, A
determination of clay by dispersion, deeantation, evap-
oration and Ignition gave a clay content of 1 per oent
on soil 1*1-2.
In table lh, the &gawaa, Carver, and Hadley series,
the ratios of phosphorus soluble at the natural pH to
that soluble at pR 7 agreed well in clay content with
soils of aluilar content in the Gloucester and Aierrlmao
soil series.
It would aecu that there Is a relationship between
the percentage of clay in an acid soil and the increase
in the solubility of its phosphorus when the pK is in-
creased by the use of calcium hydroxide. In order to
confirm this opinion, a correlation was made by the method
used toy the Department of Education. This method, using
all the soils tested, gave a correlation of 0.22 1 0.05
between percentage of clay and the ratio obtained by
dividing the phosphorus soluble at pH 7 by that soluble
at the natural pH. As this method is not exact, due to
the fact that each result is not calculated at its exact
value but with a group numerically near it* the corre-
lation was recalculated by the method used by Wallace
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and Snedeoor (23). The correlation between percentage
of clay and the ratio secured by dividing the phosphorus
soluble at pH 7 by that soluble at the natural pH was
Soils are uixtures of chemical compounds. Soils
taken over a considerable area, such as the one from which
these soil samples were taken, must show considerable
variation in the amounts of various s-;...lto and complexes
present. These soils wore variable In thelx active acid-
ity, as shown by pll values, and in their total acidity,
as shown by their line requirements. The fact that there
w&s a relationship established by correlation between
the clay content and the ratio of Increase in phosphorus
solubility at pH 7 over that at the natural pH value may
be considered as evidence that in sold soils phosphorus
is combined in the day.
0. k re-exw/dnation of the tests of the Gloucester,
iierrimao, Carver, Agawaa, and Hadley soils in tables C, 7,
and S showed some general phosphate solubility pH
relations:
In the rana-e beginning at the natural soil dis-
persion pH, the addition of calcium hydroxide in amounts
capable of raising the pH to 6 had no effeot, or a
slightly depressing effect, upon the phosphorus solu-
bility. Upon the addition of calcium hydroxide in
amounts that raised the pH to 6.5 some soils showed an
increase in phosphorus solubility, while others showed
"51
no such * th08e goU8 wr Jcii^ &^
lW,W,< ln *W*PP volatility at pH 6. 5( the ad-
dition of amount* ot calclu. hydroxide ncoeesary to
raise the pH to 7 Suited in a marked increase In
Phosphorus aolubillty. m those soil, showing no in-
crease at pH 6.5, there was no increase in solubility
at pB 7
.
The., soils wnioh showed an increase in phos-
phorus solubility at PH value, ot 7 contalned
Xiuger percentages 0f olay than did these soils *hich
•hosed no Increases in pi^phorus solubility ln the
•ane pH range.
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IV. HSaULXS AXLATXO TO TKS L1TKKATURS*
After this work had reached the stage which
pointed strongly to a relationship between the percentage
of clay In a soil and the Increase or decrease in the
solubility of the phosphorus when the pH was raised to
7 i a search of the literature revealed sons material
which may be considered as evidence , if not w proof.
A. The work of Ford.
In his work with De Kalb, Tilsit and other silt
loams, Ford (9) found increases in available phosphoric
acid in the soils after they had been limed. This was
attributed to the fact that manure wae used on the check
plots. As the phosphorus in manure le very low these
results may be explained as being due to the effect of
lime in Increasing the phosphorus solubility. If all of
the credit for Increase in phosphorus solubility «?ere
given to the use of lime, the ratios of Increase would
be 1 J 2.75# 1 l l.<#» 1 l 1.71» and 1 * 1.27- Stated
in this manaer the results are somewhat in line with
titose reported here. No pH conditions were reported
In the article.
The same article showed that In these plots where
no supsr-phosphate was applied* and in the eupsr-phoe-
phatt plots* the greater part of the phosphorus wae
present in the clay separates. In the fine sand separates
he found 27*66 and 2k,% pounds of total phosphorus psr
acre. In the fine day he found 5*>6.22 tt$ 609.11 pounds
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per acre. rheae xe.ulu were quite significant as the
Tine sand scutes were 15.36 and 15.23 pex wnt ^Ue
^e fine clay fraction* were only 8Ughtly greater, 16.16
aud 19.13 per cent, this fflay be taken m evidence fcbut
the clay* had a greater fixing power for phosphates.
B. She work oX Scaraeth.
Stoareeth (20) following the work of Brown and Byere
(5) and that of Qaaxdsr (10) worked upon the aluaino-sili-
cate complexes derived fro* Bentonits. Be found that in
the presence of sodiu. sorption no fiction of phosphates
took place in the electro-dialled clay. This was attri-
buted to the saturation of the clay by sodlu® sorption.
When aono-caloiuat phosphate was udded to the dialised
clay he found sorption of phosphates. m*n iron was
hl^er in the oo^lex a greater fixation of phosphates
was observed than when iron was extremely low. The fact
of no fixation when the clay had eorbed sodium was attri-
buted to the iaoaovaleat condition of sodiuts. When di-
valent calcium was added as in the addition of wono-
c&lciua phosphate, calclua replaced hydrogen and the
second bond united through oxygon to the phosphorus group,
fhls worker also found that QB end Si02 ions could re-
place the phosphate lona. flo statement was glvsn of the
pK values at which the exchange took place. Soarseth's
formulation is shown in figure 1.
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0. The Work of itidgeley.
Midgeley (17) (ig) found that the addition of
silicates to an overlimed soil overcame the effect of
overliming. This may be considered as evidence that
the silicate anion had replaced fixed phosphates and
released them for plant use.
D. the Older theory.
la the older studies of soil phosphates it was
assumed that phosphorus combined in simple relations,
in the work of Heck (12) a review was given of the older
phosphate fixation theory, la this review it was assumed
that calcium, iron, and aluminum were involved in this
fixation. It io stated that dehydrated iron oxide
(hematite) does not react with soluble phosphates* hut
that ferric oxide monohydrate (Ooethite) is very reactive,
forming ferric oxide monophosphate (dufrenite). the for-
mulation is shown in figure 2. Similar formulations were
oiven for diferric oxide and triferric oxide monophos-
phates, a theoretical assumption was also made that
aluminum forms salts analogous to the iron compounds.
With calcium it was assumed that the usual mono-, di-,
or calcium phosphate were formed. In referring to the
work of Gaarder (10), Heck reported that at pH 6.5 the
amount of phosphorus going into solution from calcium
phosphate is about one-third that going into solution
from aluminum phosphate, find only ahout one-fourth that
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Figure 2 Reaction of ferric oxide monohydrate with
Phosphoric icid.
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going into solution from iron phosphate. At pH 5.5 he
reported that the solubility of calcium phosphate it 3
to 5 times that of iron or aluminum phosphate. This is
evidence that the phenomenon of increased phosphate sol-
ubility found at pH 7 in this work is not due to in-
creased calcium phosphate volatility. It ^euld seem
difficult to explain the increased solubility at pH 7
if iron or aluminum phosphates were involved.
£. the Werner Complex.
In considering the modern theory* the possibili-
ties of the Werner (2h) complexes may be considered. In
this theory it is postulated that silica complexes are
formed about alu-alnum, six silica oxides or three sili-
cate ions satisfying the aluminum charges. The three
outer charges are the satisfied by bases. Such a
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condition Is shown in figure 3. In this oonoept it
is aeauned that the silicon oxide groups may toe exchanged
with oR, H2Oi ox a phosphate Ion. Under certain con-
ditions it is possiblo to postulate that the phosphorus
could be replaced toy silica or OH Ions. The ferric
diphosphate aluminiate is a proven compound. If In
such a compound the phosphato groups cure exchange d with
OR Ions In the presence of calcium one of the ueual cal-
cium phosphate compounds! ' would be formed toy the exchanged
phosphorus* With iron present instead of calcium, as in
an acid soil, an iron phosphate would he formed. If this
hypothesis la valid, the Increased aiaount of solutole
phosphorus found at pH 7 would be Jus to the anion ex-
change toetwoen the OK and the phosphato group. Upon
liberation from the complex the phosphoric acid would
form one of the calcium phosphates.
Figure 3 Werner complex showing a theoretical
calcium, i?on or sodium clay and ferric
diphosphato aluminiate. •
1 1/2 Oa or *e or 3*a
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SUMMARY
fifty-eight soils of the Gloucester, JSerrim&c,
QmM
» Agawaa, and Hadley soil aeries, verylag In tex-
ture from coarse sandy loams to very fine sandy and silt
loams, sere taken from uncultivated and, so far as known,
from unfertilized soils in various towns of the state.
The pH values were determined by the quinhydrone
method. The lime requirement was determined by addition
of small amounts of calcium hydroxide in water solution
shaking between additions until pH equilibriums were
attained.
Based on values calculated from the lime require-
ment* additions of calcium hydroxide were made to each
soil so that the pB values were approximately 6.0, 6.5,
and 7^ After drying at 650 C, the solubility of the
soil phosphorus at each pH value was determined by the
Truog method.
In the range beginning at the natural soil pH
value and up to pH 6.0, there was no increase or a
slight decrease in the solubility of phosphorus. At
pE 6.5 there was no increase in the phosphorus soluble
in some soils. Other soils showed increases In the
ajtiount soluble. In those soils whin showed no increase
in the solubility of their phosphorus at pH 6.5 there
was no increase at pti 7, while those soils which showed
an increase in the solubility of their phosphorus at
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pH 6.J> there was a narked increase at pH 7.
Those soils which snowed increases in phosphorus
solubility at pH 7 the more finely textured soils,
while tuoae whioh frilled to show such an increase were of
coarser texture.
The percentages of clay were determined, and it was
found that in those soils which showed no relationship
between texture and phosphorus solubility ratio, there
was a relationship between clay content and inorease on
phosphorus solubility.
It is suggested that soile high in clay show rela-
tively large ratios, produced by division of the phos-
phorus soluble at pH 7 ty that soluble at the natural
•;.cid pH value; that as the percentage of day decreases
this ratio decreases; and that in those soils which are
very low in clay content there is a decrease in solu-
bility of phosphorus at pH 7» Stated in another fora,
it would secia th. t soils wnich contain medium to larje
counts of clay si.ow an increase in soluble phosphorus
when their pH is raised to 7 by the addition of calcium
hydroxide.
Table 1 Origin of eoile used.
Glouceater serif
85-66
144-145
IJSrm179-180
193-194
195-196
IfMff
199-200
201-202
215-216
Marrlaao Series
SMI
7<H50
111-112
126-127
134-1^5
142-143
I65-166
171-172
203-204
205-206
Server Series.
169-190
191-192
jjfljg Serl,e8
43-44
221-222
101-102
126-129
Sandwich
LevereH Village
test Aiidover
H&ncver
Sharon
Walpole
Sharon
Sharon
Sharon
Shutesbury
Willitoaturg
Kyanrda
Easth&ffi
Ataherst
Leverett
s&lieliuxy
JJsTsrburyport
Lynnfield
Sharon
Sharon
"uefc Bridgewater
adtsian
Southeiipton
Badley Center
Horth toherot
Viestfield
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Table J Lime requirements Gloucester series
Soil Texture PE CaO OaO
ppm 7-PH
i
fine sandy loam 4.40 2392 915
863
J sandy loam
1
4.80 1740 791
1 1 kfiK
1 JL*f*J-T
1
»l it 4.60 297s 1241
Iff! <l H 5.15 * 1263 693
very fine sandy loam 4.70 2932 1275
IJoQ >, coarse sandy loam 5.10 2656 1398
sandy loam
^.10 3390 1764
1608 it n 1632 1353
« M
fine sandy loam 4.35 3766 1421
19^S
,
very fine sandy loam 4.75 1263 570
195T fine sandy loam 4.95 3390 I653
1963 'i * it 5**5 1466 946
197T sandy loam 4.70 3646 1673
1983 fine sandy loam 5.00 2290 1145
199T very fine sandy loam 4398 1691
200S « « M » 5.30 1649 970
201'r «t HI 4.35 4764 1798
2028 < H MM 4. Ho 2015 775
215T 4.£5 4560 2130
2l6S fine sandy loam 5.05 2290 1174
223 T •< N it 4.25 4051 1466
2248 i « 11 4.50 2575 1030
Samples T are top soils. Samples S are sub-soils.
Table | Lime requirements Uexximao aeries
.
-~ .-„ T— ~ " ' ii ii . i j u ririiia
Soil Textare pH 0a0
T2^7-ph
sandy loam > »^ 22%
45&|ll coarae sandy loam
75$ loamy sand
k?n76S * It 5.70
79T
?f .5
SOS sandy loeci P»vy yew 1 ok
HIT loeay a:.nd 5.2S 534
un « »t i;.40 kc* MlCOU
126T very fins sandy loam 5.00 1044
127S n rt H if 5.30 kgc
1374
291
1?4T • " ' S ft K 5*20
a; ndy loan 5.65 916 67S
ite rt it 6.10 916 10115
H It 45S 130S
1651 loftiay sand 5.15 916 495
166s 4 it 5*30 4*56 269
171T sr-ndv loam p-^kc:
X f Cw>
It ft k 7r. 1556 Cot
17/T 4 M 5«o0 ^ *9 tilI374 9S2
17SS <t rt 6,00 916 916
203T very fine sandy loam 4.95 916 447
2048 it it it it 5.70 &$7 520
205T it h it it 4. HQ 114$ 520
2Q6s fine sandy loam 5«30 6«S7 404
Table 5 Liiae repairentente Agawaw, Carver*
A Hodley series
ample lex tare pK 7^
101
102
129
l§9
190
191
192
4?
221
222
.
-van otuvlco
sandy loam
eoaree sandy loam
very fine sandy loam
fine sandy loam
5-45
5.%
Caxver series
sandy loam
« it
fine sandy loam
X It It
Mo
4.70
4.45
4.55
Ridley serleo
silt loan
it n
very fine sandy loam
« it it i
4.75
5-35
3.55
5.15
m
2198
45#
3234
961
3636
1076
29^0
i960
i960
i960
1M6
285
1293
295
1198
426
1S04
Ho
1306
11ss
1352
1060
Table 6 Phosphorus solubility a* various pM values.
;jlouceauex series
Soil pH P pH p pH P pH p 1w
4.40 4o 6.00W • WW "56 o.pp he /.up 53 7«p0 t>5
-
7C . iP 4q ft 7KO. ^p OQ if .00 7.70 61
144 4.6c 56 5.95«/• 7P 56pu ft. 60 po 7 An( . uu ftn / . OU 65
145 po 7«05 7« 7.50 73
17 ; 4.70 36 6.1*i PP A.ftn v9 7 nn Ou "TP r- r\7.p0 by
176 .10 4o 6. co P* ft enu» pu nft 1 • X7 7*50 40
179 ,.10 96 5.95 90 6.70 100 7.00 114 7.55 114
ICO 64 ft enu. pu fth 7 nn 70 7.50 75 s.oo 113
193 4.35 46 6.10 46 u.tp 7 no 7? 7 eef.PP 76fb
194
195
4.75
4.95
46
H4
5.65 he 6.70 70
"TO
7 OA
1 . UU 1 1 Q 7 kc lop
6.20 4oi W u.pp 7 Cif;
I »uU po 7 Cflr.po fth
196 5.45 45 6.50 60 V 66 7 7e
< • i P M7Of
197****
•
4.70 91 5.70 67 6.70 '")<M 7. cm & PA i "*e
196 5.00 ©p 6.1Q K0 ft enw.pu AUJ. 7 AA/ «UU 1 ?h 7 CA 1 IKipe
199 4.4o 74 6.00 7^ V. Vw 7ri i- 7 AA( *UU i hn*>TP 7 ftn/ . Ou i hel*rp
200 5.30 52 ft. en p* 7 i eI »xp 1 nnxpu 7 ka/ .pw IP?
201 4.3*i^•pp 4"? ft. on ft enu. pu hn*tU 7 1 ef • lp Op SI AAO.UU 7D
POPcut 4 4o 7ft ft 1 &O.ip msnou ft ftn ou f .00 lift l*f0
215 4.65 49 6.05 6.50 50 7.00 56 7.50 60
216 5-05 49 6.00 52 6.65 55 7.00 62 6.00 70
223 4.25 46 6.20 46 6.60 70 7.00 70 6.00 76
224 4.50 46 6.00 50
i
6.55 54 7.00 70 7.50 70
P Is phosphorus per 2,000,000 pounds of soil.
In each pair of soils the first is the top and the second the
sub-soil.
—
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Table 7 Phosphorus solubility at various pli values.
-
. se ries
3oil pE p pH P pK P pH p p
53 5.35 97 6.15 96 6.65 99 7.15 99 7.50 98
5* 5.35 6.05 *3 6.5O 43 7.30 44
75 5.30 49 6.25 46 •55 49 7.00 65
7 5.70 40 6.30 3<* .60 42 7.20 44
79 5.40 55 6,05 53 6.50 56 7.15 72 6;30^
80 5.35 39 6.00 37 6,50 40 7.00 40
111 5.25 66 6.20 60 6.55 7. 46 7*50-3
112 5. 40 50 7.15 36
126 5.00 49 6.00 46 6.55 63 7.00 116 7.50 ! 120
127 5.30 52 6,50 71 7.15 142
134 ^.20 * 36 7.00
7.00
152
8011! 7* 6.30 65 6.50 75 8.20 80
142 6.10 7* 6.60 72 7.00 70
143 6.65 52 7.00 49
165 5.15 56 6.10 49 6.50 50 7.00 46
i
166 5.30 50 6.15 46 6.60 46 7.00 46
171 5.05 42 6.05 40 6.50 42 7.00 45
172 Ml 42 6.00 40 6.50 44 7.00 42
177 5.60 76 6.05 70 6.55 60 7.00 &E 7.50 92
175 6.00 56 6.00 56 6.50 64 7.00 69 6.00 79
203
1- _ _
1
4.95 125 5-95 120 6.65 144 7.05 193 6.00 168
204 MB 71 6.15 66 6.45 69 7.00 142 7.50
205 4.80 35 6.20 34 6.55 71 7.05 112 7.60 116
206 5.30 7« 6.00 70 6. 60 60 7.15 62 8.05
P it phosphorus expressed In pounds per 2,0C0»000 of soil.
In each pair of sells the first Is the top and the seoond the
eub-soll.
40
fable 8 Phosphorus solubility at various pH values.
Soil pH pH P pH P pH p
Ai?&w&ia aeries
101 56 6.00 58 6.50 7.15 56
lv« P»*tp 6.10 56 6.45 58 7»oo
1 Mi O.Op 70 *" /n 100 7»«:0 lib
s; IlkP»4p 6,25 6.55 90 7.05 110
1
5.95 42 7.O5 lih
190 J© 6.65 -ah 7.25 1C36
I A li lie 6.15 He 6.50 44 7.05 52
1^2 li ere 40 fc.oo Ho 6.60 40 7»15 52
H»d}ey series
3 4-75 61 •s.Vj 80 6.50 64 7.00 141
Mi 5.35 129 6.05 136 6.55 7.00 190
tn i4o 6.^5 146 7.05 202
232 5.15 H 6.10 86 6.55 102 7.00 135
All results In tables 61 7» and 8 at the natural pH and at
pH 7 averages. The results at other pH values are
single determinations.
10 Uloueeau* aeries axranged in
order of l/uffer capacity Lj£aG)
Bell -
Table 11 lierrlmao series arranged tn
order of buffer capaclty(
)
Table :
—
-46-
Gloucester series arranged in
L2
order of ratio of phosphorus
soluble at natural pH to that
soluble at pH 7, and per cent clay.
Soil Texture P P flD pH7 Ratio W —. Q - jf
1 ok very fine sandy loam 4g W$ 1 : 2.49 10
200 it h rt it 130 1 i 2.50 10
1QQT KM ft it 7^ 143 1 : 1.93 t
POP H M || rt 76 136 1 1 1.79 6
rt h it ft 36 60 1 t 1.66 7
rt it n 11
^3 66 1 : I.58 7
1 Of! xxiie annoy 1.0am 134 1 : I.58
1
7
tt « n 45 . 68 1 : 1,51
j
6
rt rt rt 48 72 1 : I.50
j
7
—
it « m 46 70 1 : 1.46 6
t< rt rt 48 70 1 : 1.46 6
*9( 1 91 128 1 : 1.4l 6
1 QC'P
«sH.i»u.y xunui 44 58 1 : I.32 6
opl rt ft it 4o 55 : 1 : 1.32
1
5
-10 rt rt n 49 62 1 : 1.26
|
^
rt | tt 5« 1 : 1.24 5
sandy loam 52 63 1 ! 1.21
|
5
1 7af* it rt 114 1 ; 1.19 6
loU H ft 64 70 1 : 1.19 5
silty sand 49 5* 1 : 1.18 1
sandy loam 56 60 1 ; 1.07 2
176 coarse sandy loam 40 37 1 1 0.93 1
Samples marked T are top soils.
Column marked P is phosphorus soluble at the natural pH.
Column marked P 7 is phosphorus soluble at pH 7.
Results axe in pounds per 2,000»000 pounds of soil.
Merrlaac aeriea arranged in
Table 13 ^f,5 fatl? °* Pix°8i,liorua* eolubi© at natural pfi to tnat
soluble at pii 7» and per cent ©lay •
*fr
Soil Texture F P $ 4>H7 Ratio iV Clay
1 oA* very line sanely loom aaJ116 1 i 2 "*7 I
1?7 <* it a ' "a
"
52 122 1 j 2.35
rt H 11 4 72 152 1 i 2.11 9
it it UK 71 142 1 : 2.00
rt » it m 112 1 • 1.60 7
M it It it T ot-ic;} 193 1 : 1.54 i
loony sand 1. _49 65 1 : 1.33 0
rt M 72 1 1 1.31 0
tm 09 1 ff 1.13 7(
It It 39 40 1 : 1.16 f
177?
• 1 1 *
>t It (0 6c 1 1 1.16 5
It It 7li f y*l5U 1 j 1.14 k*»
76 52 1 s 1.05
A / 11 S s's <4 1 Mat,!***sanay loata kk 1 ; 1.05 X
53 T it it 97 99 1 1 1.02 9c
oo'3.rae senay loan *3 44 1 t 1.02 X
17« sandy loaa 42 1 j 1.00
76 lorvEiy sand 44 t ! .44 1 : 1.00 1
166 4 it M 1 j 0.96 X
142T sandy loaia* 7h 70 X t 0.95 0
11*3 it » 49 1 m« W 0.9^ t1
I65T loasiy sand 56 46 1 : 0.62 1
112 It H 50 36 1 i 0.72
HIT It * 66 46 1 i 0.71 1
* organic matter 9«|?0>».
50
rji, J rvf-r, nu Rfc41«f series
Table 14 arranged la order of ratio of phos-phorus soluble at natural pH to that
soluble at oR 7§ end oer cent clav.
soil texture itetlo Iry
Aifawacj series
126? very fine sandy loam 72 116 1 : 1.6l 6
129 so 110 1 1 1.27 6
101T s;iiidy losja 56 1 $ 1.00 2
102 coarse s&ndy loam
Carver
64
ts&si
56 1 t 0.67 2
192
191T
fine sandy loan 40 52 1 t 1.30
1 1 1.1644 52
169T sandy loam 44 44 1 t 1.00 4
190 36 3* 1 t 1.00 4
Hadley series
43T silt loss 81 l4l 1 1 1.74 1
44 * a 129 190 1 t 1.47 S
222 very fine sandy loam m 135 1 1 1.13 7
221T •Iff H ti 140 202 1 1 1.44 7
An arrangement of soils tested grouping
Table 1* them ln their texture orders snd giving
comparative ratios of phosphorus soluble
at the natural pH to that at pHS.
Textures Gloucester Merrimac Carver Agawam Hadley
a&UOfi OF P TO P
Very fine
sandy loams
Fine sandy
loams
Sandy loams
Coarse sandy
loams
from 1:2.^9
to 1:1.5S
from lil. 51
to 1:1.21
from 1:1.19
to lil. 07
torn 1:0.93
to
at pn7
1;2.37
lu.j*
1*1.33 1:1.30
1:1.19 1:1.1S
111. OS 1:1.00
lil.Ofc 1:1.00
1:1.02
HO.71
1:1.61
1:1.00
1:1.00
1:1.7*4-
1:1.44
figure I Hypothetical combination of acid clay
sodium clay and phosphate day accord-
ing to Scaxsoth.
H- 0
h-0-Si-O.
P ^ \1» .: h
I
H-O-Si-Q
i
o-x
H- 0
H-Q
i
^u-G-wi-C
i
0
Ha-0-31-0
t
Ox
h-0
i
Al»0
I O-Ca-0
i
' \
0 Al"
0-0a-0-31
0-x
ii—
0
I
K-0-81-0
» \
0 Al»QH
' /
H-o-ai-o
0-x
H- 0
i
H-0-3i-0v
• \
0 Al-CK
»
H-0-31-0'
i
K* clay pH }
He!*0-3i-0v
t
0
i
Ma-0-31-0'
i
0-x
H-0
i
Na-O-31-0
.
i
0
Ha-O-Si-0
i
O-X
Ha Clay pH 6
Al-0*M
r O-Ga-O-ai-O
0 Al"
0«p-O-0a-.-0-3^-0
0-X
— O-Oa-0
t
O-Ca-O-Si-0
1
\
0 ftfr
< I
o«p-o-a»-o-si-o
o
I
d»x
Oa Clay pH 6
f
l
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